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Harold And The Purple Crayon Forge
Roar! Oink! Quack! Squeak! Join Harold and he meets friends
old and new on his adventures from the safari to the
circus. This board book has a die–cut cover. Ages 2–4
"An ingenious and original picture story in which a small
boy out for a walk--happily with crayon in hand--draws
himself some wonderful adventures. A little book that will
be loved".--The Horn Book. Full-color illustrations.
Harold's classic adventure of wonder and imagination is now
available in an oversized board book edition! Perfect for
lap-reading at bedtime, story time in the classroom or
library, or as a gift for new parents, this large format
book is a wonderful way to introduce Harold to a whole new
generation of readers. "One evening, after thinking it over
for some time, Harold decided to go for a walk in the
moonlight..." Armed only with an oversized purple crayon,
young Harold draws himself a landscape full of wonder and
excitement. Full of funny twists and surprises, this joyful
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story shows just how far your imagination can take you.
Harold goes for an adventurous walk in the moonlight with
his purple crayon.
The Art of Drawing a Life
Harold and His Friends
Harold's Purple Crayon Treasury
A Picture for Harold's Room
Harold and the Purple Crayon
A classic Harold and the Purple Crayon holiday adventure picture
book! Harold at the North Pole finds Harold in need of a
Christmas tree and Santa in need of Harold’s help. It's up to
Harold to draw a pack of jolly reindeer to transport Santa,
along with his big bag of toys, through the night and save
Christmas! Crockett Johnson’s Christmas adventure, with its
clever and inventive twists, will delight little ones eagerly
awaiting Santa’s arrival. Perfect for the young readers who
enjoy other classic holiday board books, such as A Christmas
Wish for Corduroy, Biscuit’s Snowy Day, and Merry Christmas,
Mouse! Also available in board book, paperback, and hardcover
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editions.
From the creator of the treasured children’s book Harold and the
Purple Crayon, Crockett Johnson, comes another adventure for
Harold and his magical purple crayon. Harold is going on an
alphabet adventure from A to Z with his trusty purple crayon!
This imaginative classic story is just right for little ones
learning their ABCs. “A unique kind of ABC book.” (The Horn
Book)
Una noche, Harold decide dar un paseo a la luz de la luna. Pero
hay un pequeÑo problema: ¡La luna no esta fuera! Por suerte,
Harold lleva consigo su lapiz color morado y en un abrir y
cerrar de ojos, se " las pinta solo" para enredarse en toda
clase de aventuras.
Under the Sea It is a hot night and Harold cannot sleep, so he
grabs his purple crayon and draws a swimming hole. With his dog,
Lilac, by his side, Harold finds more than just a way to cool
down – he meets fish of every shape and size, and even discovers
some pirate treasure! Ages 4–7
Caps for Sale
Harold and the Purple Crayon: The Giant Garden
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Animals, Animals, Animals
Harold and the Purple Crayon Board Book
A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys, and Their Monkey Business
From beloved children’s book creator Crockett Johnson comes the timeless classic Harold and the Purple
Crayon! This imagination-sparking picture book belongs on every child's digital bookshelf. One evening
Harold decides to go for a walk in the moonlight. Armed only with an oversize purple crayon, young Harold
draws himself a landscape full of wonder and excitement. Harold and his trusty crayon travel through
woods and across seas and past dragons before returning to bed, safe and sound. Full of funny twists and
surprises, this charming story shows just how far your imagination can take you. “A satisfying artistic
triumph.” —Chris Van Allsburg, author-illustrator of The Polar Express Share this classic as a birthday,
baby shower, or graduation gift!
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have
bad days too.
Let Harold and his purple crayon lead you on a fantastic journey of the imagination. The beloved classic is
now available as a board book, perfect for little hands at bedtime.
Harold needs a picture for his bedroom wall. So he takes his purple crayon and begins to create a whole
new world around him. But then he notices he has gotten very small-half the size of a daisy! Only a very
clever artist can find his way home now.
Harold and the Purple Crayon: Under the Sea
Harold at the North Pole
Harold and the Purple Crayon: Dinosaur Days
Harold and the Purple Crayon Lap Edition
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Harold and the Purple Crayon: The Five Senses

Caps for Sale is a timeless classic beloved by millions...one of the
most popular picture books ever published! This picture book is an
excellent choice to share at home or in the classroom, as children love
chanting along with the naughty monkeys. Children will delight in
following the peddler’s efforts to outwit the monkeys and will ask to
read it again and again. Caps for Sale is an excellent easy-to-read
book that includes repetition, patterns, and colors, perfect for early
readers. This tale of a peddler and a band of mischievous monkeys is
filled with warmth, humor, and simplicity and also teaches children
about problem and resolution. This classic picture book will be
appreciated as a birthday, baby shower, or graduation gift! It never
fails to get preschoolers chanting along and giggling.
When George swallows a piece of a jigsaw puzzle, a trip to the
hospital is in order. George doesn’t much enjoy the hospital—that is,
until he’s feeling better. Then, his curiosity gets the best of him and
he soon creates quite a mess!
Soon to be a major motion picture! Step into the imaginative world of
Harold and the Purple Crayon like never before! This story-driven
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activity book based on Crockett Johnson's beloved character
encourages readers to literally pick up their crayons and use their
imagination to go on an adventure with Harold. Explore the bottom of
the ocean and the tops of trees, escape monsters, pirates, and
dragons, and have a blast with Harold on this epic interactive
adventure. Featuring an activity that engages young readers'
imagination, creativity, and problem solving-skills on every spread,
the fun-packed story can be read over and over again even after the
activities are completed! Ever since the publication of Harold and the
Purple Crayon in 1955, Crockett Johnson's crayon-wielding hero has
had a devoted following. This exciting new interactive story featuring
the classic character, with its clever and inventive twists, will delight
fans old and new.
A little ladybug catches Harold's interest one night, and leads him off
on an adventure into a giant garden created with his purple crayon.
Follow Harold as he travels in a world filled with plants, insects, and
animals that are as big -- or bigger -- than he is!
A Harold and the Purple Crayon Treasury
Harold and the Purple Crayon Board Book Box Set
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The Adventures of Harold and the Purple Crayon
Harold's ABC
Race Car

Harold and the Purple CrayonHarperCollins
With his magic purple crayon, Harold draws himself into a rocket voyage to Mars, then
safely back to earth just in time for breakfast.
Toy cars are fun to play with, but Harold wonders what it might be like to zip around in a
real race car.
Essential Picture Book Classics—timeless stories for every child to treasure. "One night,
after thinking it over for some time, Harold decided to go for a walk in the moonlight."
Armed only with an oversized purple crayon, young Harold draws himself a landscape
full of wonder and excitement. Full of funny twists and surprises, this joyful story shows
just how far your imagination can take you. Harold and the Purple Crayon has delighted
readers of all ages for over fifty years.
Harold's Imagination: 3 Adventures with the Purple Crayon
Purple Crayons
Further Adventures with the Purple Crayon
Five Adventures with the Purple Crayon
Harold and the Purple Crayon: Animal Sounds
Harold loves to read about dinosaurs -- flying dinosaurs, spiky dinosaurs, and the
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big, long-necked kind. With his trusty purple crayon in hand he goes to visit them.
Harold quickly finds himself in all sorts of trouble! He meets some unfriendly
dinosaurs and is even chased by hot lava. Luckily, Harold is quick on his feet and
quick on the draw. He is able to save himself and all his new prehistoric friends.
Generations of children have enjoyed Harold's imaginative adventures. This
engaging new story will delight fans, old and new.
In this die–cut board book Harold explores the world around him. There are
wonderful things to see, hear, smell, taste and touch everywhere! o Harold is a
classic, evergreen character, with sales of the hardcover books of over one million
copies combined oPart of the new die–cut board book series Ages 2–4
Harold wants to give his mother the nicest birthday present ever. But what would
she like? Harold uses his purple crayon to help him find a present, and the search
takes him far away from home. On his trip, Harold creates a forest of trees so large
that he has to fly over it with the help of a friendly bird. He looks for the perfect
birthday present in some very surprising places.
Introduces the concept of opposites with Harold providing examples drawn with his
purple crayon.
Harold and the Purple Crayon: Big, Bigger, Biggest
Harold's Circus
Harold's Fairy Tale
My Adventure with Harold and the Purple Crayon Activity Book
Harold and the Purple Crayon: The Birthday Present
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Harold's adventures with his purple crayon.
Purple crayon in hand, Harold draws a tightrope and falls into a circus [where he
has many adventures]. As in the previous books, the dauntless Harold is
resourceful and loveable." SLJ.
Harold's Christmastime adventure, in print again for the first time in years! It's
Christmas Eve, and Harold needs a Christmas tree. Purple crayon in hand, he
sets out in search of one and soon finds himself at the North Pole, where a
snowbound (and very purple) Santa Claus needs his help! This classic
character's holiday adventure will delight fans young and old, and makes a
charming Christmas gift. Its small size makes it a perfect stocking stuffer, too!
Harold has a new generation of fans with his TV show airing on HBO Family. On
a mission to find a birthday present for his mother, Harold and his purple crayon
travel to a new and exciting place full of beauty. On his journey, Harold
encounters many magical things, all created with his purple crayon. Full-color
illustrations.
Harold and the Purple Crayon 50th Anniversary Edition
Curious George Goes to the Hospital
And More Harold Stories
Harold's Trip to the Sky
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Harold and the Purple Crayon (Spanish edition)

Harold uses his fantastic purple crayon to draw himself some wonderful adventures.
A gorgeous hardcover treasury of three favorite Harold and the Purple Crayon books,
Harold's Imagination is perfect for sharing at bedtime or in the classroom. The complete
text and art from all three books is beautifully presented in this large-format treasury.
For over sixty years, Crockett Johnson’s beloved Harold and his purple crayon have
inspired fans to believe that creativity, wonder, and imagination can transform our
world. Now fans old and new can experience the magic of Harold in three creative
adventures. A treasury including the full text and illustrations from the cherished Harold
and the Purple Crayon, Harold’s Fairy Tale, and Harold’s ABC, this collection makes a
beautiful collector’s item and gift. Harold’s Imagination also includes a fascinating
afterword by Crockett Johnson and Ruth Krauss biographer Philip Nel, which features
rare photos, original sketches, and interesting information about Johnson’s inspiration
for Harold and his stories. It’s wonderful to think that in Crockett Johnson’s stories
about Harold, he used only two colors, brown and purple; lots of white space; and
remarkable simplicity to prove many times over how far imagination can take us if we
allow it to.
Features characters from the classic "Harold and the Purple Crayon" by Crockett
Johnson.
Pick up the latest tale in the classic Harold and the Purple Crayon series and follow
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Harold as he hunts for treasure! This new story based on Crockett Johnson’s beloved
character encourages readers to pick up their crayons and use their imagination to go
wherever they’d like. A moonlit walk on the beach makes Harold yearn for adventure
on the high seas! With his trusty purple crayon in hand, the curious Harold finds a ship
and sails off to meet a pirate captain, a mermaid, and sea creatures (some friendly and
some frightening), in hopes of finding treasure! Ever since the publication of Harold and
the Purple Crayon in 1955, Crockett Johnson’s crayon-wielding hero has had a
devoted following. This exciting new story featuring the classic character, with its clever
and inventive twists, will delight fans old and new.
Harold and the Purple Crayon: Opposites
Four Magical Stories
Harold y el lapiz color morado
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
Harold's Treasure Hunt
Harold wants to take a walk in the moonlight, so he draws a moon with his
purple crayon. Next Harold wants a picture for his room, soon he's bigger than a
mountain. Then with his crayon, Harold takes a trip through the enchanted
garden where he meets a King, a giant witch, and a fairy with one magic wish.
One evening, Harold gets out of bed, takes his purple crayon and the moon
along, and goes for a walk in an enchanted garden. Why are there no flowers in
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the garden, he wonders, and quickly draws a castle so that he can go inside and
ask the king.
Two board books; endless imagination! Crockett Johnson's stories of Harold
and his purple crayon have captivated readers of all ages for generations. Now
two of Harold's most popular adventures are packaged together in this musthave board book gift box. Perfect as a baby shower gift or for expanding a
family's Harold library, these board books are just the right size for little hands
and sharing aloud at bedtime. Harold and the Purple Crayon: "One evening, after
thinking it over for some time, Harold decided to go for a walk in the moonlight."
Armed only with an oversized purple crayon, young Harold draws himself a
landscape full of wonder and excitement. Harold's ABC: "Harold decided one
evening to take a trip through the alphabet, from A to Z." Go on an adventure of
the imagination as Harold draws his way through the alphabet one letter at a
time.
In this joyous and inventive rereading of the beloved children’s book Harold and
the Purple Crayon, the author of How We Change (And Ten Reasons Why We
Don’t) celebrates our inherent “sacred originality” and establishes a new
framework for self-reliance. In 1955, Crockett Johnson introduced one of the
world’s most beloved and enduring young adventurers, Harold and his purple
crayon. Today, we need Harold and his penchant for creative solutions more
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than ever. In Purple Crayons, Ross Ellenhorn looks to Johnson’s classic for
insights and answers that can help us understand our current condition and
point the way towards solutions for healing. Purple Crayons tells a story about
America then and now, about living one’s life as art; about the powers that block
us from doing so, about the pull and perils of conformity; about serious play and
too much seriousness, about what it means to feel alive inside and what
deadens our existence. It’s also about 1955 in America, all that lay before
and—presciently—all that lay ahead, as each of us struggles to draw meaningful
and resilient existences on the blank pages—the future yet unlived—of our lives.
This delightful, provocative adventure is a gift of kindness and love that
encourages us and gives us hope. As he traces Harold’s journey, Ellenhorn
offers insights into our “sacred originality”—the idea that each of our unique
inner lives are worth nurturing and protecting, and the perseverance, courage,
connection, and community necessary to sustain them. Engaging, thoughtful,
wise—and illustrated throughout with drawings from the original Harold—Purple
Crayons transcends the current divides separating us, reminding us that our
fulfillment rests on tapping into what is original about ourselves, finding ways to
express our originality, and understanding that doing so is rooted in who we are
as Americans.
The Giant Garden
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